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Introduction 

UNAVCO provides year-round support for scientific applications of geodetic technologies, GPS, terrestrial 
LiDAR, remote autonomous power and communications, to the National Science Foundation’s Office of 
Polar Programs (NSF/OPP) Antarctic Program. This support includes pre-season planning, engineering 
support, field support (Figure 1), and post-season follow-up, as well as development work for supporting 
new applications. Resources and expertise from the other core UNAVCO support areas, including NSF-
EAR investigator support, NASA-Global GNSS Network operations, the EarthScope/Plate Boundary 
Observatory facility construction and operation, and the UNAVCO community data archive are leveraged 
to apply state-of-the-art technologies at a reasonable cost. 

 

Figure 1: Final ANET installation at Innam Nunantak 

A “satellite” facility is staffed at McMurdo Station, Antarctica during the austral summer research season, 
providing a full range of support services including ground based LiDAR and precision GPS equipment, 
training, project planning, field support, system fabrication, technical consultation, data processing, and 
data archiving. Besides the staffed facility, UNAVCO maintains permanent GPS stations for the 
community at McMurdo Station, at South Pole Station, at WAIS Divide camp, at Palmer Station and a 
summer over system at Lake Hoare. The three types of projects UNAVCO supports annually include 
LiDAR and campaign GPS surveys, and continuous GPS (cGPS) station operations and maintenance. 
Historically most of these projects were summer campaign projects, but LiDAR and cGPS support has 
grown significantly over the last five years. 

In 2010 the scope of Polar activities at UNAVCO effectively outgrew the Cooperative Agreement, and a 
new proposal, Enhanced Support for GPS Networks and Terrestrial Laser Scanning in Polar Regions 
(ANT-1053220) was awarded. This award includes funds for enhanced core UNAVCO Facility support in 
two primary areas. The first is network engineering to support the ~100 cGPS stations installed in 
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Greenland (GNET) and in Antarctica (ANET).  The second is polar support for LiDAR. The Terrestrial 
Laser Scanners (TLS) used for LiDAR measurements provide a significantly higher spatial density of data 
points than tradition GPS surveys.   

  

General Science Support 

The UNAVCO facility provides project management, equipment, and field engineering support for 
principal investigator (PI) projects and for installing, operating and maintaining cGPS networks worldwide 
(Figure 2). New technology development and evaluation of commercially available products for research 
applications is undertaken as needed, and GPS data and data products are archived for future 
applications. Seven full-time UNAVCO employees work specifically on USAP and Arctic supported 
projects.  The following highlights some of the resources and capabilities available for science project 
support: 

• Expertise in program and project management, field engineering, technical support, and training 

• Equipment and laboratory facilities for maintaining repairing, testing, and deploying equipment 

• Systems integration and software development capabilities for custom applications 

• Formal systems for property management, import/export, shipping and logistics; grant 
administration, project financial management, tracking, and reporting; established processes 
and procedures for supporting scientific research 
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Figure 2: Seth White and PI Norman Teferle (University of Luxembourg) at new cGPS station 
(KEPA) on South Georgia Island. This is the first continuous GPS station on the island. 

These capabilities are drawn upon to provide support tailored to the needs of USAP research projects as 
summarized below.  

Training 

Flexible options for field team training and support include training before deployment to the field, training 
in the field, and direct field engineering support during the project. The level of training is tailored to the 
experience level of each research group. Project specific training was provided as noted in Table 3. 

The following course from UNAVCO’s Short Course Series and Workshops was relevant to and attended 
by polar investigators during the last 12 months:  
Post-processing and Real Time Kinematic GPS data analysis with Track and TrackRT  
April 26-27, 2012, Instructor: Tom Herring (MIT) 

The workshop was taught by Tom Herring and featured kinematic processing using Track and its real-
time counterpart TrackRT. The track portion focused on both moving object analyses such as precise 
aircraft trajectories and slower movements such as ice streams and ocean buoys, and examined 
strategies for observing seismic surface waves. The TrackRT portion focused on installation 
requirements, command file tuning, and interactions with TrackRT while it is running. Grants to assist 
students with travel expenses were available. This course was a combination of lecture, discussion, and 
tutoring.  
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Field Support 

Field support is provided to groups that request technical assistance for their geodetic GPS surveys. 
Direct field support was provided as noted in Table 3. Remote technical support is also provided via 
telephone, email, and on-line documentation.  

Data Processing 

Post-processing of differential GPS and LiDAR data is required to achieve millimeter to centimeter level 
precision, and UNAVCO supports data processing for field projects using commercial surveying software 
(Trimble TBC), GAMIT/GLOBK/TRACK (see above), and on-line data processing services such as 
Canadian Spatial Reference System and OPUS. The EarthScope/Plate Boundary Observatory data 
analysis system is used to generate daily positions and position time series for several Arctic permanent 
stations. Precipitable water vapor data can also be determined from GPS permanent station data using 
the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) COSMIC program’s GPS-met analysis 
capabilities.  

LiDAR data processing is required to form the basic deliverable, a merged and geo-referenced point 
cloud. Vendor specific software is used including Riegl Ryscan Pro and Optech Polyworks. 

Data Archiving 

All GPS and LiDAR data handled by UNAVCO are archived at the Boulder archive to ensure data 
safeguarding and future accessibility. The data are organized by project name and year in an open 
access, searchable on-line database. Archiving services are available to all NSF sponsored geodetic 
GPS projects, not just those directly supported by UNAVCO, and all investigators are encouraged to 
archive their data immediately after project completion. Standards and requirements for LiDAR data are 
under development. In 2012 a new community data policy went into effect setting expectations for 
immediate open data access in most cases 
(www.unavco.org/community/policies_forms/DataPolicy.html). 

Science Advisory Committee 

The Polar Network Science Committee allows for the direct participation of the polar science community 
in UNAVCO as a consortium that provides them with considerable resources in the era of large polar 
GPS networks such as ANET. This committee, which reports to both the IRIS and UNAVCO Board of 
Directors, is expected to coordinate input from the science/research community regarding polar networks 
and science requirements, advise and engage on polar GPS and proposal initiatives, and assist with the 
development of acquisition proposals for polar remote station components and systems. There is current 
discussion about expanding the role of this committee to represent all UNAVCO and IRIS OPP support 
activities, not just those related to networks. Further information including the charter is available at 
www.unavco.org/community/governance/committees/committees.html#pnsc. Current membership is: 

Carol Raymond, Jet Propulsion Laboratory – Chair 
Andrew Nyblade, Pennsylvania State University – Vice Chair 
Jason Amundson, University of Alaska 
Samantha Hansen, University of Alabama 
Erik Ivins – Jet Propulsion Library 
Peter La Femina, Penn State - UNAVCO Board Liaison 
Matt Lazzara – University of Wisconsin, Madison 
Meredith Nettles – Columbia University 
Leigh Stearns – University of Kansas 
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GPS and LiDAR Equipment Pool 

GPS equipment is available for geodetic surveying, mapping, and permanent station applications. There 
are currently a total of 195 NSF-OPP USAP receivers in the UNAVCO pool (Table 1). Five of these 
receivers are deployed long-term at McMurdo, South Pole and Palmer stations, and 90 are deployed for 
ANET, LARISSA and other long-term PI projects and testing (Table 2). The 5700, R7 and R8 receivers 
are generally used for campaign project and the NetRS, NetR8 and NetR9 receivers for cGPS stations. 
Survey controllers and RTK radios are used only for campaign projects. The main receiver used for the 
cGPS stations are the NetRS. The age of these receivers are reaching a critical point where a 
replacement will need to be identified for the future.  Currently the NetR9 is being used in locations 
without iridium communications.  With future testing, the NetR9 might replace the NetRS as the receiver 
of choice at remote locations with any type of communications.  The pool of campaign receivers, the 5700 
and R7s, are reaching life expectancy, and will require the purchase of new receiver in 5-10 years. 

The Optech ILRIS 3D scanner purchased in 2007 was retired this year, reaching obsolescence and 
requiring costly annual maintenance. However, UNAVCO has acquired an additional Riegl VZ-1000 
scanner, with a second purchase on the horizon.  This Polar scanner augments the four existing 
scanners in the UNAVCO EAR pool.  The EAR instruments are available for polar project support as 
scheduling allows.  

Additional ancillary equipment (not listed in Table 1) in the general pool, such as data processing 
software, solar panels, batteries, communication devices, chargers, enclosures, met packs, cables, etc. 
are available to assist with the various types of USAP supported projects.  

Table 1: USAP Equipment Pool 

Item Qty Features and Applications Average 
Age (yr) 

Trimble 5700 16 Low power, high memory receiver suited for both 
short term and continuous data collection. 

11 

Trimble R7 28 Same as the 5700, but also capable of tracking the 
new L2C GPS signal. 

9 

Trimble R8 0 Same as the 5700, but also capable of tracking the 
new L2C GPS signal and integrated GPS antenna. 

6 

Trimble NetRS 81 Reference station receiver with computer and web 
browser interface. 

6 

Trimble NetR8 13 Reference station receiver with computer and web 
browser interface. 

3 

Trimble NetR9 57 Reference station receiver with computer and web 
browser interface. 

2 

Trimble survey 
controllers 

10 Handheld controller used with Trimble R7 and 5700 
for field programming and survey measurements. 

 

Pacific Crest RTK 
radios 

13 Low power radios for RTK surveys  

LiDAR scanner 1 Riegl VZ-1000 Terrestrial laser scanner 6 
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Table 2: Equipment currently deployed for long-term projects 

Location GPS receivers Radio modems Other equipment  
(value > $1000) 

McMurdo Station GPS 
Base MCM4/MCMD 

1 NetR8 1 PC RFM96-2W RTK 
radio 

 

McMurdo Station Mt. 
Erebus/ TAM data hub 

 1 Intuicom Ethernet radio  

McMurdo Station Ob-Hill 
test site 

2 NetR9 2 Intuicom Ethernet radios  

MEVO ABBZ 
MEVO MACG 
MEVO CON2 
MEVO BOMZ 
MEVO PHIG 

3 NetR9  
1 NetRS  
1 R7 

3 Intuicom Ethernet radios 1 Vaisala WXT-510 
metpack 

Palmer Station GPS base 
PALM/PAL2 

1 NetR8  
1 R7 

 1 TSC2 survey 
controller 

Pine Island Glacier 5 NetR9 
 

1 Xeos Technologies 
modem 

 

ANET 37 NetRS 3 Intuicom Ethernet radios 
29 Iridium modems 
5 Xeos Technologies 
modems 

29 Vaisala WXT-520 
metpacks 

Recovery Lakes 2 NetRS 2 Iridium modems 2 Vaisala WXT-520 
metpacks 

South Pole Station GPS 
base AMU2 

2 NetR8   

WAIS Divide camp 1 NetRS 2 Intuicom Ethernet radios  

WISSARD 10 NetRS  
13 NetR9 

3 Iridium modems  

ANDRILL 1 NetRS 1 Iridium modem  

LARISSA 9 NetRS 4 Iridium modems 
5 Xeos Technologies 
modems 

9 Vaisala WXT-520 
metpacks 

Total 91 61 43 

 

The number of receivers used each between the 2002-03 and 2011-12 seasons increased from 18 to 
197.  This past season was the first decreased in the number of receivers deployed since 2002-03. Prior 
to this season, the demand for summer campaign systems grew significantly the previous 4 season. 
Deployment of receivers for cGPS stations went from 10 new stations in 2006-07 to 94 total stations last 
season. Eight cGPS stations were returned to the UNAVCO pool from the Byrd Glacier project this 
season and four new stations were installed. 
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Figure 3: Growth of USAP GPS receiver usage by season in response to larger campaign 
projects, long-term deployments, and networks. 

2012-13 GPS Support Summary 

The number of projects UNAVCO supported during the 2012-13 season was 27.  This includes 
campaign, LiDAR and cGPS projects. Table 3 summarizes the projects that received UNAVCO support 
during the 2012-13 USAP season and Figure 4 shows the specific and/or one of the many locations for 
each project. Fourteen of these projects were campaign, seven were primarily LiDAR and six were cGPS 
operations (Figure 5). Note that all LiDAR projects have some GPS component associated to them. Brief 
project descriptions are no longer provided (Appendix A in previous reports) as that information is 
captured in the project database and in FastLane. The UNAVCO web site 
(facility.unavco.org/project_support/polar/) provides comprehensive and historical information related to 
Polar Programs support. 

UNAVCO sent 6 employees to Antarctica (McMurdo, WAIS Divide, South Pole and Palmer) this season 
for a total of ~390 days. Two additional full-time staff members were in Boulder supporting some of the 
ongoing work in Antarctica during the season. The projects requesting field support and training and the 
approximate percentage of time each project required are in Table 3. Most of the training was provided in 
McMurdo, except for the Palmer research associate and the ANET field team, who were trained in 
Boulder before the season started. 

The number of projects supported by UNAVCO since 2002 has varied between 21 and 35 (Figure 5). 
The number of summer-only campaign requests has decreased somewhat, replaced by an increase in 
LiDAR and cGPS station projects. These types of projects require substantially more effort to support 
than the traditional campaign projects. Since 2006, staffing increased from 3 to 7 full-time UNAVCO polar 
employees. 
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Table 3: 2012- 2013 Antarctic Project Support Provided 
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B-009 Rotella 1 N Y N Y Y N
B-259 Schmidt 1 N N N N N Y
B-506 McKnight 2 N Y N Y Y Y
B-504 Fountain 1 Y Y N N N Y
B-511 Doran 3 Y N Y Y Y Y
B-518 Kennicut 2 Y N Y N N Y
C-407 Bindschlader 1 Y N N Y N Y
C-515 Domack 10 Y Y N Y N Y
C-521 Anandakrishnan 14 Y N Y Y N Y
G-054 Marchant 2 Y Y Y N N Y
G-057 Harvey 2 Y N Y N N Y
G-058 Harvey 2 Y N Y N N Y
G-079 Wilson 23 Y Y N Y N Y
G-080 Levy 5 Y Y N Y Y Y
G-081 Kyle 8 Y Y Y Y N Y
G-084 Levy 3 Y Y N N Y Y
G-092 Sims 1 N N N N N Y
G-098 Blankenship 1 Y N N N N Y
G-099 Blankenship 1 Y N N N N Y
I-209 Conway 2 Y N Y N N Y
I-210 Conway 2 Y N Y N N Y
I-351 Stearns 5 Y N N N N Y
I-414 Stone 1 Y N N N N Y
O-242 Leonard 3 Y N Y N N Y
O-283 Lazzara 1 Y N Y N N Y
R-805 Pettiway 1 Y Y N Y Y Y
T-434 Morin 3 Y N N N N Y  
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Figure 4: Project locations with UNAVCO support during the 2012-2013 field season.  The 
top image is the projects supported in the McMurdo area and the bottom is the projects 
supported across Antarctica. 
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Figure 5: USAP projects by type and program. 

CGPS Station and Network Support 

ANET (G-079) 

The ANET IPY project is an international effort led by Terry Wilson of the Ohio State University to install 
continuous GPS stations and seismometers throughout Antarctica (Figure 4). The intent is to apply 
bedrock geodesy to measure the response to past and present day ice sheet mass change while using 
seismic profiling to better understand the underlying structure and evolution of the Antarctic plate. Most of 
the sites are remote and rely on solar and wind power and satellite data retrieval. UNAVCO provide the 
engineering design, procurement, shipping and field support for ANET. Data management is provided by 
UNAVCO, and an Iridium based download system allows for full data retrieval from the remote stations 
with open data access at facility.unavco.org/data. 
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Figure 6: ANET cGPS station locations. 

During the 2012-13 field season, there were a total of 29 successful O&M visits made completed.  Ten 
O&M visits were completed out of McMurdo, two stations out of South Pole Station and thirteen out of 
WAIS Divide Field Camp. The final ANET station was installed at Innam Nunatak.  There are currently 37 
stations in the Antarctic ANET network. The current network status is in Table 2 and the long-term 
monthly data return is in Figure 7. A few sites stopped recording during the winter because of corrupted 
internal flashcard. The receivers were replaced during the O&M visits, and are now back online.  
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Table 4: ANET and LARISSA network status as of 28 March 2013 

Site Agency Communication Operational Status
BACK OSU Iridium Operational
BENN OSU Iridium Operational
BERP OSU Iridium Operational
BRIP OSU Iridium Operational 
BURI LINZ Iridium Operational 
CAPF Hamilton College Iridium Operational
CLRK OSU Iridium Operational
COTE OSU Radio Operational 
CRDI OSU Iridium Operational
DEVI OSU Iridium Operational 
DUPT Hamilton College Iridium Operational
FALL OSU Iridium Operational 
FIE0 OSU Iridium Comms down since March 12, 2013
FLM5 OSU Radio Operational 
FLSK Hamilton College Iridium Operational
FONP Hamilton College Iridium Comms down since December 30, 2012
FTP4 OSU Iridium Operational 
FRKI OSU Iridium Comms down since February 2011
HAAG OSU Iridium Operational 
HOWE OSU Iridium Operational
HOWN OSU Iridium Operational 
HUGO Hamilton College Iridium Operational 
IGGY OSU Iridium Operational 
INMN OSU Iridium Operational 
LPLY OSU Iridium Operational 
KHLR OSU Iridium Operational
LPRD Hamilton College Iridium Operational 
LWN0 OSU Iridium Comms down since February 13, 2013
LTHW Penn State U Iridium Operational
MCAR OSU Iridium Operational
MIN0 OSU Iridium Operational
PATN OSU Iridium Comms down since February 24, 2013 
PECE OSU Iridium Operational
RAMG OSU Iridium Operational 
ROB4 LINZ Radio Operational 
ROBI Hamilton College Iridium Operational 
SCTB LINZ Ethernet Operational
SDLY OSU Iridium Operational
SPGT Hamilton College Iridium Operational 
SUGG OSU Iridium Operational 
THUR OSU Iridium Operational
TOMO OSU Iridium Comms down since March 5, 2013
UTHW OSU Iridium Operational 
VNAD Hamilton College Iridium Operational 
WHN0 OSU Iridium Operational  
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Figure 7: Number of POLENET (ANET and LARISSA projects) sites and percentage of data 
monthly data returned for the network. 

LARISSA (C-515) 

LARISSA: Larsen Ice Shelf System, Antarctica is a NSF funded initiative that brings an international, 
interdisciplinary team together to address a significant regional problem with global change implications, 
the abrupt environmental change in Antarctica’s Larsen Ice Shelf System. As part of this effort, three 
bedrock CGPS stations were installed along the western side of the Peninsula in April 2009, and another 
three on the east side in February 2010 to measure post-glacial rebound to help reconstruct the detailed 
configuration of the northern Antarctic Peninsula Ice Sheet (APIS) during the Last Glacial Maximum 
(LGM) and subsequent retreat (Figure 8).  Two sites were installed on two glaciers also in February 2010. 
The last cGPS site was installed by an UNAVCO engineer at Spring Point in March 2013. The bedrock 
CGPS stations are also a part of the ANET initiative. Additional field support was provided by a UNAVCO 
engineer during an O&M visit at Vernadsky Station (VNAD) in March 2013 and equipment was provided 
for maintenance visits to the Cape Frammes (CAPF) and Roberston Island (ROBI) in April 2013. The 
current network status is also included in Table 2 and the long-term monthly data return is in Figure 7. 
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Figure 8: Location of LARISSA cGPS stations 

Erebus Network (G-081) 

Technical support, maintenance, data handling, and archive services are provided for the operation of the 
Mt. Erebus Observatory (MEVO) GPS Network (Figure 9). Three maintenance visits were made to the 
CON2 (formerly CONG) site to upgrade the system to current permanent standards and to add more 
batteries to ensure operations through the winter. The site also houses the repeater radio for the Cape 
Roberts and Mt. Fleming ANET cGPS stations. Additional batteries were also added at the cGPS site 
MACG and the system board upgraded to current standards. Data was retrieved from BOMZ and Abbott 
Peak (ABBZ) and archived. The existing R7 receiver at ABBZ was swapped for a NetR9. The R7 was not 
a suitable receiver for this location as this type of receiver is prone to lose its internal configuration during 
power outages in the winter. A new cGPS station (PHIG) was installed on the west side of the volcano. 
This area is possibly experiencing surface changes due to magma movement, which was identified 
during seismic surveys.  The site has 1000 amp/hr of batteries, which should be sufficient to power it 
through the winter.  Additionally radio communications will provide year-around data access. 
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Figure 9: Location of the MEVO cGPS stations. 

South Pole Station (AMU2) 

The South Pole base system AMU2 is maintained for both local and global GPS operations (Figure 10). 
A backup GPS receiver and antenna are kept on-site as a precaution against a wintertime failure when 
supplying spares is not possible. The data are archived at UNAVCO and NASA-CDDIS and available 
online. Requests for high rate GPS data in support of airborne projects in the vicinity are common, and 
this year such data were provided for the ICECAP project. 

Palmer Station (PALM) 

The Palmer GPS system is maintained for both local and global GPS operations and includes a 
community GPS base station (PAL2), a real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS system, and the NASA GGN 
station PALM (Figure 10). The UNAVCO base system PAL2, which uses the same antenna as PALM, 
provides centimeter level RTK differential corrections to properly equipped users in the vicinity of Palmer 
Station, and a rover RTK GPS receiver is available. Publicly available geodetic data are archived at 
UNAVCO with minimal latency, and high rate (1Hz) data are available on station and from JPL. Requests 
for high rate GPS data in support of airborne projects in the vicinity are common, and this year such data 
were provided for the NASA ICEBRIDGE project. The NetRS receiver (PAL2) was replaced by a NetR8 
by an UNAVCO engineer in March 2013.  All of the receivers at US facility in Antarctica were upgraded to 
the NetR8 because they have better security features when connected to the Internet.  

McMurdo Station (MCMD) 

The McMurdo GPS system is maintained for both local and global GPS operations and includes a 
community base station (MCMD), a real-time kinematic (RTK) GPS system, and the NASA GNSS Global 
Network (GGN) station MCM4 (Figure 10). The data are available from UNAVCO and NASA archives. 
MCM4 high rate data was supplied to two projects this season – ICECAP and ICEBRIDGE. 
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WAIS Divide Camp (WAI2) 

The permanent station at WAIS Divide Camp (WAI2) continues to provide summertime continuous data 
during the operational field season (Figure 10). UNAVCO installed the community GPS base station in 
November 2005 to support local projects and provide a consistent time series for the duration of the 
camp. A wireless Ethernet link to WAIS camp allows automatic data downloads to a designated computer 
at the camp, and UNAVCO supports camp staff in setting up a data download routine for the season. 
Publicly available data from this site are archived at UNAVCO. This season the system was raised and 
repositioned. 

Other PI supported cGPS stations 

UNAVCO supports five additional projects with cGPS stations (Figure 10). Recovery Lakes cGPS 
stations (REC1 and REC2) were installed in January 2009.  The sites have not been serviced since their 
installation, and are most likely buried.  Communications with the two stations are no longer operable.  
There are currently no proposed plans to remove these stations.  The WIZZARD project operates 23 
cGPS sites, three which have communications (GZ01, LA02 and LA09) and the Pine Island Glacier 
project has 6, one which has communications (BOAR). These sites will operate for at least one more 
winter/summer season, depending on funding status. Data from the Land Information NZ (LINZ) cGPS at 
Scott Base (SCBT) is currently archived at UNAVCO.   

UNAVCO assisted the University of Luxembourg with the installation of the first cGPS (KEPA) on South 
Georgia Island (Figure 2). Data communications are maintained using a radio link from the station to the 
BAS station, King Edward Point. Funding for this project came directly from the University of Luxembourg 
at full-cost recovery. Equipment was similarly provided to the University of Luxembourg and the Belgium 
Royal Observatory for two sites (ROB1 and ULX1) in the coastal area of Dronning Maud Land, 
Antarctica.  This is part of the IceCon project, and funding for this project was provide to UNAVCO from 
the Federal Science Policy Office (BELSPO). 

 

Figure 10: Location of other PI and UNAVCO supported cGPS stations. 
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LiDAR 

Seven LiDAR projects were supported during the Antarctic season. Interest for Terrestrial Laser Scanning 
in Antarctica has continued to be robust. Support was provided for applications including change 
detection (Mt. Erebus lava lake, Taylor Valley snow fields, and Dry Valley glaciers), geological features 
mapping and sea ice surface characterization.  

The Optech ILRIS 3D scanner purchased in 2007 was retired this year, reaching obsolescence and 
requiring costly annual maintenance. However, UNAVCO has acquired an additional Riegl VZ-1000 
scanner, with a second purchase on the horizon.  This Polar scanner augments the four existing 
scanners in the UNAVCO EAR pool.  The EAR instruments are available for polar project support as 
scheduling allows.  

Efforts are continuing to further develop the necessary software and IT support to enable the community 
to process the acquired data sets to obtain merged and geo-referenced point cloud images. The related 
INTERFACE project (INTER disciplinary alliance for digital Field data ACquisition and Exploration), also 
managed by UNAVCO, is working to further this effort and help geoscientists with the technical hurdles in 
obtaining precise high resolution 3D surface data.  

 

Figure 11: UNAVCO Riegl VZ-400 TLS is used to scan features on the Taylor Glacier. 
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Technology Development 

Development and deployment of the advanced, cold-hardened Iridium RUDICS communications device 
(Xeos Technologies XI-100) is continuing. At present, 14 of these devices have been fielded across five 
polar PI projects, with outstanding reliability. Two more devices are scheduled for installation at GPS 
stations under the LARISSA project in April 2013. 

Additionally the power system for the remote continuous stations has been redesigned to provide 
electrical redundancy / failover measures to reduce single points of failure, as well as a nominal reduction 
in power consumption.  Improvements to the Forgen 500 wind turbine have mechanically strengthened 
its structure. Results from field maintenance visits showed improved performance during winter 2012 as 
compared to previous years, and turbines fielded during the 2012-13 season have additional 
modifications for further strengthening. This turbine is now approaching full maturity as a polar-worthy 
component. 

After extensive testing at UNAVCO and Trimble, a critical power-handling issue with the Trimble NetR9 
was resolved. This receiver is now being deployed regularly at polar GPS stations. We continue to run 
cGPS stations in McMurdo, Antarctica and Niwot Ridge, Colorado to test new equipment and/or changes 
receiver firmware. 

All documentation of remote station technology is kept current on the UNAVCO Polar Services website. 
Performance of the cGPS network including Google Earth maps, state of health plots and data and daily 
percentage of data retrieval is also tracked on the site (Figure 12).  

 

Figure 12: www.unavco.org/polartechnology website provides detailed documentation of the 
best-practices, current systems fielded by UNAVCO remote autonomous polar observations 
and current status of the network operations. 
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